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∫

0
∞
f(v)vk�1dv
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� the photon is the photon is the photon is the photon is masslessmasslessmasslessmassless

� there are there are there are there are MajoranaMajoranaMajoranaMajorana mass terms for the neutrinos mass terms for the neutrinos mass terms for the neutrinos mass terms for the neutrinos 
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speculations on the spectrum of the speculations on the spectrum of the speculations on the spectrum of the speculations on the spectrum of the noncommuativenoncommuativenoncommuativenoncommuative
space on QGspace on QGspace on QGspace on QG

the small deviation from experimental results of the the small deviation from experimental results of the the small deviation from experimental results of the the small deviation from experimental results of the 
predictions of the SM derived from spectral action is an predictions of the SM derived from spectral action is an predictions of the SM derived from spectral action is an predictions of the SM derived from spectral action is an 
indication that the assumption that ST is a product of indication that the assumption that ST is a product of indication that the assumption that ST is a product of indication that the assumption that ST is a product of 
a continuous 4dim manifold times a discrete space a continuous 4dim manifold times a discrete space a continuous 4dim manifold times a discrete space a continuous 4dim manifold times a discrete space 
breaks down at energies just below  unification scalebreaks down at energies just below  unification scalebreaks down at energies just below  unification scalebreaks down at energies just below  unification scale

at at at at PlanckianPlanckianPlanckianPlanckian energies, the structure of ST becomes energies, the structure of ST becomes energies, the structure of ST becomes energies, the structure of ST becomes 
noncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutative in a nontrivial way, which will in a nontrivial way, which will in a nontrivial way, which will in a nontrivial way, which will 
change in an intrinsic way the particle spectrumchange in an intrinsic way the particle spectrumchange in an intrinsic way the particle spectrumchange in an intrinsic way the particle spectrum
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� find the find the find the find the noncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutative space whose limit is the space whose limit is the space whose limit is the space whose limit is the 
product product product product M4 �F
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0

1 = 12 2

96f2Λ
2�f0c2 �0 = 10 2

�3f0 "0 = 60 2

11f0

#0 = 12
1

Λ is the renormalisation cutis the renormalisation cutis the renormalisation cutis the renormalisation cut----offoffoffoff

c is expressed as                              which gives the is expressed as                              which gives the is expressed as                              which gives the is expressed as                              which gives the MajoranaMajoranaMajoranaMajorana
mass matrixmass matrixmass matrixmass matrix

c = Tr(Y �
R
YR)

Y ‘‘‘‘s are used to classify the action of the s are used to classify the action of the s are used to classify the action of the s are used to classify the action of the DiracDiracDiracDirac operator and give operator and give operator and give operator and give 
the the the the fermionfermionfermionfermion and lepton masses, as well as lepton mixingand lepton masses, as well as lepton mixingand lepton masses, as well as lepton mixingand lepton masses, as well as lepton mixing
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e.o.m.e.o.m.e.o.m.e.o.m.

wherewherewherewhere
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neglecting the neglecting the neglecting the neglecting the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal coupling between the coupling between the coupling between the coupling between the 
geometry and the Higgs field, i.e. setting             leads togeometry and the Higgs field, i.e. setting             leads togeometry and the Higgs field, i.e. setting             leads togeometry and the Higgs field, i.e. setting             leads to� = 0

�(Λ) = 1
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modified modified modified modified FriedmannFriedmannFriedmannFriedmann eqeqeqeq.:.:.:.:
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homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: 

�(x) = ψ(x) = 0
FriedmannFriedmannFriedmannFriedmann eqeqeqeq. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form
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must disappear in a homogeneous and isotropic ST, must disappear in a homogeneous and isotropic ST, must disappear in a homogeneous and isotropic ST, must disappear in a homogeneous and isotropic ST, 
all points being equivalentall points being equivalentall points being equivalentall points being equivalent



homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: homogeneous and isotropic case: 

�(x) = ψ(x) = 0
FriedmannFriedmannFriedmannFriedmann eqeqeqeq. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form. reduces to its standard form

any corrections to the standard cosmological model, any corrections to the standard cosmological model, any corrections to the standard cosmological model, any corrections to the standard cosmological model, 
due to due to due to due to noncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutative effects, will effects, will effects, will effects, will notnotnotnotnotnotnotnot occur at the occur at the occur at the occur at the 
level of the backgroundlevel of the backgroundlevel of the backgroundlevel of the background

nelson, nelson, nelson, nelson, sakellariadousakellariadousakellariadousakellariadou 2008200820082008
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4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:
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4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:4dim metric in synchronous gauge:
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alter the propagation of gravitational wavesalter the propagation of gravitational wavesalter the propagation of gravitational wavesalter the propagation of gravitational waves
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the corrections to the corrections to the corrections to the corrections to EIsnteinEIsnteinEIsnteinEIsntein’’’’ssss eqseqseqseqs. will be apparent at . will be apparent at . will be apparent at . will be apparent at 
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for slowly varying for slowly varying for slowly varying for slowly varying 
functions: small functions: small functions: small functions: small 
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for slowly varying for slowly varying for slowly varying for slowly varying 
functions: small functions: small functions: small functions: small 
correctionscorrectionscorrectionscorrections

at the same order as at the same order as at the same order as at the same order as 
standard EH term, standard EH term, standard EH term, standard EH term, 
but                          but                          but                          but                          
so it vanishes for so it vanishes for so it vanishes for so it vanishes for 
homogeneous types homogeneous types homogeneous types homogeneous types 
of  Bianchi Vof  Bianchi Vof  Bianchi Vof  Bianchi V

∝ n2

Ai(t) = ln ai(t)
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neglecting the neglecting the neglecting the neglecting the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal coupling coupling coupling coupling 
between geometry and Higgs field, the between geometry and Higgs field, the between geometry and Higgs field, the between geometry and Higgs field, the 
noncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutative corrections to Einsteincorrections to Einsteincorrections to Einsteincorrections to Einstein’’’’s s s s 
eqseqseqseqs. are present only in inhomogeneous . are present only in inhomogeneous . are present only in inhomogeneous . are present only in inhomogeneous 
and anisotropic spaceand anisotropic spaceand anisotropic spaceand anisotropic space----times times times times 
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wherewherewherewhere

at energies approaching Higgs scale, the at energies approaching Higgs scale, the at energies approaching Higgs scale, the at energies approaching Higgs scale, the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal
coupling of the Higgs field to the curvature cannot be coupling of the Higgs field to the curvature cannot be coupling of the Higgs field to the curvature cannot be coupling of the Higgs field to the curvature cannot be 
neglectedneglectedneglectedneglected

|H| → 6
√

/!0forforforfor the correction term dominates the correction term dominates the correction term dominates the correction term dominates 

there are corrections even for background geometriesthere are corrections even for background geometriesthere are corrections even for background geometriesthere are corrections even for background geometries
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to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect 
the conformal term, settingthe conformal term, settingthe conformal term, settingthe conformal term, setting �0 = 0
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to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect to understand the effects of these corrections, neglect 
the conformal term, settingthe conformal term, settingthe conformal term, settingthe conformal term, setting
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the effect of a nonzero Higgs field is to create an the effect of a nonzero Higgs field is to create an the effect of a nonzero Higgs field is to create an the effect of a nonzero Higgs field is to create an 
effective gravitational constanteffective gravitational constanteffective gravitational constanteffective gravitational constant
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inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the inflation trough the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal coupling coupling coupling coupling coupling coupling coupling coupling 
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proposalproposalproposalproposal:   the scalar field of the SM, the Higgs field, could :   the scalar field of the SM, the Higgs field, could :   the scalar field of the SM, the Higgs field, could :   the scalar field of the SM, the Higgs field, could 
play the role of the play the role of the play the role of the play the role of the inflatoninflatoninflatoninflaton

but                                                             but                                                             but                                                             but                                                             
in the context of the general relativistic cosmologyin the context of the general relativistic cosmologyin the context of the general relativistic cosmologyin the context of the general relativistic cosmology, to get , to get , to get , to get 
the correct amplitude of density perturbations, the correct amplitude of density perturbations, the correct amplitude of density perturbations, the correct amplitude of density perturbations, the Higgs the Higgs the Higgs the Higgs 
mass would have to be some 11 orders of magnitude higher mass would have to be some 11 orders of magnitude higher mass would have to be some 11 orders of magnitude higher mass would have to be some 11 orders of magnitude higher 
than the one required by particle physicsthan the one required by particle physicsthan the one required by particle physicsthan the one required by particle physics
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rererere----examine the validity of this statement within examine the validity of this statement within examine the validity of this statement within examine the validity of this statement within 
cosmological cosmological cosmological cosmological noncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutativenoncommutative geometrygeometrygeometrygeometry
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the gravitational and Higgs part of the action:the gravitational and Higgs part of the action:the gravitational and Higgs part of the action:the gravitational and Higgs part of the action:
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a, b, c, d, e couplings given through       couplings given through       couplings given through       couplings given through       ‘‘‘‘ssssY

study the study the study the study the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal coupling of the geometry to the coupling of the geometry to the coupling of the geometry to the coupling of the geometry to the 
Higgs field, Higgs field, Higgs field, Higgs field, w.r.tw.r.tw.r.tw.r.t. the possibility of having naturally . the possibility of having naturally . the possibility of having naturally . the possibility of having naturally 
an inflationary scenario driven by the Higgs fieldan inflationary scenario driven by the Higgs fieldan inflationary scenario driven by the Higgs fieldan inflationary scenario driven by the Higgs field
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remarkremarkremarkremark::::

in the literature such modifications to EH gravity have in the literature such modifications to EH gravity have in the literature such modifications to EH gravity have in the literature such modifications to EH gravity have 
been considered by postulating the been considered by postulating the been considered by postulating the been considered by postulating the nonminimalnonminimalnonminimalnonminimal couplingcouplingcouplingcoupling

it was shown that the scale that sets the amplitude  of it was shown that the scale that sets the amplitude  of it was shown that the scale that sets the amplitude  of it was shown that the scale that sets the amplitude  of 
perturbations during Higgs inflation is   perturbations during Higgs inflation is   perturbations during Higgs inflation is   perturbations during Higgs inflation is   -0/#

2
0

this reduction in the amplitude of induced perturbations this reduction in the amplitude of induced perturbations this reduction in the amplitude of induced perturbations this reduction in the amplitude of induced perturbations 
allows the Higgs field to satisfy the requirements of SM allows the Higgs field to satisfy the requirements of SM allows the Higgs field to satisfy the requirements of SM allows the Higgs field to satisfy the requirements of SM 
and of inflationand of inflationand of inflationand of inflation
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bezrukovbezrukovbezrukovbezrukov, , , , magninmagninmagninmagnin, , , , shaposnikovshaposnikovshaposnikovshaposnikov 2008 2008 2008 2008 
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conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:
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rererere----definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:
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conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:conformal transformation of the metric:

rererere----definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:

Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:
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rererere----definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:definition of the field:

Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:Einstein frame action:

in the limit:in the limit:in the limit:in the limit:
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in the limit:in the limit:in the limit:in the limit: the potential:the potential:the potential:the potential:
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normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:

requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs 
field can produce inflationfield can produce inflationfield can produce inflationfield can produce inflation

ns � 0.97 , r � 0.003
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normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:normalising CMB perturbations to WMAP5 data:

requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs requirement so that Higgs 
field can produce inflationfield can produce inflationfield can produce inflationfield can produce inflation

ns � 0.97 , r � 0.003
this conclusion is maintained under tree level and this conclusion is maintained under tree level and this conclusion is maintained under tree level and this conclusion is maintained under tree level and 
oneoneoneone----loop running of the couplings, provided: loop running of the couplings, provided: loop running of the couplings, provided: loop running of the couplings, provided: 
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twotwotwotwo----loop calculations may lead to significant effects on loop calculations may lead to significant effects on loop calculations may lead to significant effects on loop calculations may lead to significant effects on 
the running of the Higgs potentialthe running of the Higgs potentialthe running of the Higgs potentialthe running of the Higgs potential
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